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Cam P  us reacts to war 
Peace group for-m--s 
By Jennifer Shepard 
and Ray Kahier 
Features Editor and Staff Writer 
On Thursday January 24th students 
and faculty voiced fears and concerns 
about the war in the Gulf at a two hour 
long Convocation. Bill Potter, ASUPS 
President, David Droge, Faculty Senate 
Chair, and Tom Aldrich, Staff Senate 
Chair planned and organized the event. 
"We knew that we had to do something 
to bridge the gap between violent 
protests and apathy," said Potter. 
"Because we've never done this before, 
we didn't know what it would be like. 
We wanted experts to be on hand. We 
wanted to establish a tone of candid 
discussion. Because we know that 
students and faculty have friends and 
loved ones serving in the Gulf, we didn't 
want attacks on soldiers." 
Jim Davis, University of Puget Sound 
chaplain, opened the Convocation with a 
moment of silence and reflection. 
Three persons from the University 
community spoke briefly before the 
moderator, David Droge, opened the 
floor to all those present. 
Salman Al—Shaboo, a Kuwaiti citizen 
currently residing in the United States, 
spoke briefly about his personal concerns 
By Bruno Zalubil 
Assistant News Editor 
On Tuesday night the Student 
Committee for Non-Violence met to 
discuss the Persian Gulf crisis and what 
they can do about it. As senior David 
Brown, a co-founder of the year-old group 
said, "Non-violence should start one on 
one and permeate into group meetings." 
This is exactly what happened in the first 
SCNV meeting of the semester. 
About forty students and faculty 
attended the meeting. Many were there to 
discover what the rest of the campus felt 
about the war with Iraq. Others were 
there to focus their own personal feelings 
about the war. Still others were there to 
explain ideas they had about the war to 
other people. Everyone had their own 
personal reasons for attending the 
meeting, but when they all introduced 
themselves and explained the reasons 
they were there, it was obvious that 
everyone felt helpless and wanted to help 
in some way. As Nathaniel Whitman 
phrased it, "We all want sanctity of 
human life." 
Brown, following this unanimous 
objective, explained his desired course of 
action for the ASUPS approved group. 
'In light of the incredible consequences 
of this war, there needs to be a strong  
statement made against it. [It] will be 
detrimental to America and the world at 
large. We can make decisions now ihd 
will effect peace." 
The group, however, wanted more th;jn 
a symbolic action. Letter writing and 
petition tables will be used to inform 
politicians of the group's beliefs and 
motives. The group also plans to attend 
non-violent peace rallies and attempt to 
become a part of the already vast network 
of peace organizations that have recently 
sprouted up in the Puget Sound area. The 
group also believes that the campus is 
not informed enough on the Gulf War. SO 
it will attempt to inform the campus 'f 
major events in the Persian Gulf. SCN \ 
may even be allowed to set up a 24-hour 
television set in the Rendezvous for 
interested students to have total access to 
CNN. A policy paper to describe the 
group's ideology is also expected. 
Jim Davis, the University Chaplain 
and the group's advisor, was also in 
attendance. "Everyone has a right to 
peace. Issues of conscience are an issue 
of dissent, according to the 
Constitution," he explained. "We need to 
ask ourselves what peace means to us." 
He went on to add that even though this 
young organization is a minority, it is 
see SCNV page 3 
and experience, stating "I don't know at 
this moment as I'm speaking if I have a 
family or not.' Al—Shaboo also thanked 
the president and the people of America 
for their role in this conflict. 
Don Hood, a history professor and 
Vietnam veteran, compared the current 
situation to the Vietnam war. He had no 
clear idea of how the war would progress 
and simply hoped for a speedy end to 
hostilities. 
Chris Ives, religion professor, gave a 
short update on the status of the 
participants of the Pacific—Rim program. 
He stated that he and other University 
officials are in constant communication 
with high—level State Department 
officials, and that "Advisors for the 
program are assessing the itinerary on 
daily basis to assure the safety of ti 
group." The students currently are 
Laos and will be moving into Vietnan 
After these speakers, Droge turned 
microphones over to the audience. I n  
order that everyone received a chance to 
voice their opinion, speaking Oioe was 
limited to 3 minutes. SD 
CL 
see CONVOCATION page 3 Gary Larkin attempts to understand the Persian Gulf War at last week's Convocation 
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Gulf War Report Rather than providing general news coverage, it is The Trail's intent to offer a weekly in-depth news analysis of a key issue pertaining to the war in the Persian Gulf. The following column is the first in a series. 
Iraqi oil spill hits Saudi Arabia 
By Marc C. Johnson 
The Trail Gilf War Reporter 
On Saturday, U.S. officials blamed 
Iraq for deliberately causing one of the 
world's worst environmental disasters. 
Between 100,000 and 200,000 barrels 
of Kuwaiti light crude oil per day are 
being dumped from on-shore Kuwaiti 
storage tanks and docked tanker ships 
into the Persian Gulf. 
The oil spill is estimated to be 40 
times the size of the Exxon Valdez 
disaster in Prince William Sound, 
Alaska. The slick is currently over 40 
miles long, and is washing up on the 
shores of Saudi Arabia, threatening the 
desalinization process used to obtain 
water for U.S. troops and Saudi 
civilians. In addition to the obvious 
environmental damage, the spill 
jeopardizes the Saudi hydroelectric 
plants which produce most of the 
country's power. By way of 
illustration, the Valdez disaster resulted 
in 11 million gallons of oil flowing 
from the hull of the grounded ship. Iraq 
has released the equivalent of 11 
million barrels (one barrel=approx. 
25-50 gal.). 
In an effort to stem the tide of crude 
oil flowing to facilities capable of 
dumping oil into the Persian Gulf, 
American planes began Monday to 
bomb two pipeline installations which 
feed storage facilities on the Kuwaiti 
coast. 
The Iraqi command center seemed to 
give a hint of things to come when, 
over the weekend, it unleashed a 
foreboding radio address warning that 
"the power the Iraqis have mustered to 
confront the U.S. and Zionist 
aggressors is not a conventional 
one ... We also know well when to  
respond and when to use this power." 
Pentagon officials fear that Iraqi 
President Saddam Hussein will attempt 
to disrupt U.S. raids on the Kuwaiti 
coastline from air and sea by igniting 
wells and floating oil to produce a 
black cloud which would envelop the 
region. 
Even with Pentagon contingency 
plans, the oil slick is expected to cover 
the entirety of the Saudi Arabian 
shoreline by late February, reaching 
neighboring states Bahrain and Qatar, 
and damaging or immobilizing 
desalinization plants at Ras al Khafji 
(nearest the Kuwaiti border), Jubail, 
and Khobar-5 plants in all. Most 
critical are the plants at Jubail, which 
produce fully 90% of the Saudi capital 
Riyadh's drinking and general usage 
water. The spill is expected to overtake 
Jubail by January 31. 
The long-term effects on the 
ecosystem of the Persian Gulf are 
likely to be devastating. The spill 
coincided with the arrival of sea birds 
on migration from Europe and the 
shrimp spawning season along the 
Gulf Coast. Newsreel footage shows 
indigenous waterfowl bogged down in 
the heavy oil as it begins to reach the 
beaches of northern Saudi Arabia. The 
damage to the environment will be felt 
in the short term as well. The 
economies of many coastal cities will 
be ravaged due to dependence on 
fishing and agricultural revenues. 
Although Saudi officials insist that 
water processing plants and electricity 
generators are not in immediate danger, 
experts agree that the Saudis cannot 
count on more than partial success in 
the fight against the black tide 
assaulting their shores. 
Tuesday. U.S. ground forces got their 
first taste of direct combat with Iraqi 
troops. General Norman Schwarzkopf, 
Commander of Allied Forces in the 
Gulf, announced Wednesday that Marine 
Alpha Company, consisting mostly of 
heavy artillery and tank squads, struck 
back at Iraqi troops attempting to take 
the town of Ras al-Kafji, on the Saudi 
coast near the Kuwaiti border. 
Schwarzkopf indicated that the 
skirmish had been a military victory, 
with additional Iraqi P.O.W.s taken, and 
over 40 Iraqi tanks destroyed. However, 
word of a tactical success was marred by 
the news that 12 U.S. Marines had been 
killed when 2 tanks were destroyed by 
Iraqi fire. In addition, Schwarzkopf 
reported 2 non-fatal casualties. 
Is this the beginning of a protracted 
ground war? Most military experts say 
no. Currently, the Pentagon's position 
is that continued air bombardment on 
key strategic locations is the best way 
of bringing about Iraqi surrender. 
Through air strikes on supply lines, 
Allied Command said Wednesday that 
Iraq's elite Republican Guard has been 
reduced to 10% of its previous capacity 
to conduct a land war with regard to food 
and munitions intake. 
However, homefront fear of a long 
term casualty-inducing ground war 
remains high. 
Ab 
Friday, January 28 	 11:30 am The audiovisual department reported the theft 
of a VCR from the basement of the Library. 
The case wa refercjd t We T:coma Poticc. 
Friday, January 28 	 12c':.5 pt:::: 	 :•• 
damage to a bathroom in New Halt. 
Friday, January28 	 12:36 am A student reported that her vehict s 
light 
properi: 
Wednesday, January 30 
	 4:33 am Securiit 	 Cll 	 1ft 
students tryiiig to enter vehicles parked nec: ic: 
Student Union Building. The suspects were 
apprehended and arrested by the Tacoma Police. 
Anyone with information about a crime occuring on campus is encouraged to contact 
i/ic Beihichen, Baptist Church sing's to honor Maitin Lutler K/na's birthday, Jan 21 	 either Todd Badham or David Harlan in Security Services at extension 3311 
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Scenes like the above protest could soon be afixture at the University of Puget Sound 
If you're an off- campus student, 
get the A'JEF Calling Card and yc 
There no better time to speak your mind. Because 
now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you'll 
get your fii't I minute call free 
	
- 	 With your AT&T Calling Card, 
	
.JAJT 	
'''" you can call from almost anywhere 
to anywhere. Andyou can keep 
caiti, even if you move and 
'. '•i getanewphone number 
ur first call is free. 
Our Gaffing CaRl is part of the AT&T Student Saver 
Ilus plogram, a whole package of pioducts and services 
designed to make a students budget go farthet 
So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on 
campus. Or call us at 1800 525-7955, Ext. 655. 
And let freedom ring. 
AT&T. Helping make college life a little easier. 
J"T 
value for a coast-tocoast Calling Card call. Applies to aistomer-dialed calls made during the 
	
The right choice. 
A1&T NigWekend callmg period, 11pm to 8am, Sunday thmugh Thuisday and 11pm Friday thiough 
5pm Sunday You may receive more or less calling time depending on where and when you call 
Apphcatkiis must be received by December31, 1991 
I 
e 
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SCNV from page 1 
important that it stays active. "Most 
change has come about through a 
minority with a unified vision." 
This group is not 1gainst the American 
troops, however. Many times Vietnam 
would come up in the discussion and it 
was evident that the group had no 
intention of repeating the hell protestors 
put US troops through back then. SCNV 
is only against the governmental decision 
to go to war with Iraq. It does not want 
to psychologically torture the American 
military as in the Vietnam era. 
The group wants to be more than just 
another protest group. "If we're going to 
protest, we must pose an alternative 
solution," Eric Gilbert remarked. SCNV 
is also concerned about being a "safe" 
group, or a place were every view is 
zspected. 
Beyond all, the group will serve as a 
place for healthy discussion of peace. 
"People feel overwhelmed and powerless, 
hopeless and helpless. We need to be a 
place where people can reaffirm their 
peaceful convictions," one member of the 
group said. "Helping people make the 
commitment to peace and nonviolence is 
of the utmost importance," another added. 
Next Tuesday at 7 PM in the Rotunda 
there will be another Student Committee 
for Non-Violence meeting. Also, this 
Saturday at noon, ten peace organizations 
from this area will meet near the 
Recruiting office at the Tacoma Mall for 
a non-violent peace rally. Saturday night 
at 7:30 PM there will be a fund raising 
dance featuring Seattle's The Maichicks 
at the Pagoda in Pt. Defiance Park. 
Admission is $3 for students and the 
money raised will go to the Pierce 
County Peace Coalition. 
CONVOCATION from page 1 
For the next two hours students raised 
their questions and worries and fears 
about the Persian Gulf War. A student 
brought up the question of nuclear force-
would it be used or necessary to be used. 
A moderator stated that it would be 
"something to avoid at all costs." 
"I don't know at 
this moment as 
I'm speaking if I 
have a family or 
not." 
Salman Al-Shaboo 
Students addressed the Israeli question 
several times, and questioned what will 
happen to the Middle East if the United 
States does win this war. Many wanted 
to know what kind of government should 
be established in Kuwait after Kuwait is 
liberated. Others question as to how far 
the United States would go to remove 
Saddam Hussein from power. 
Concerns over the length of the war, 
and the number of casulties, civilian and 
military on both sides were repeatedly 
addressed.  
Gary Larkins, a sailor in the US Navy 
and the husband of a student attending the 
University of Puget Sound, spoke for 
many when he reminded everyone that 
the troops need the support of their 
country. "I would like to feel the people 
of the country were supporting me," he 
stated. 
The students and faculty also addressed 
the issue of religion in the Middle East. 
They wanted to know if this could 
become a holy war for the Iraqis. Shaboo 
assured everyone that it was not a 
religious war, and that Hussein does not 
have the support of his people. 
Overall, students seemed to think the 
Convocation went well. "I thought they 
brought out a lot of interesting points," 
stated Susan Crumpton, University of 
Puget sound sophomore. "It showed you 
where the campus was coming from to 
some extent." 
"It was good to hear other people's 
views," added Matt Kupka, University of 
Puget Sound junior, "but I think they 
could have had people to address 
questions from the audience.N 
At 
Mel Gibson plays Hamlet in the film based (mostly) on the play by Will Shakespeare. 
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Hamlet d1Sa­*P-%points a literary snot 
By Shannon Manning 
A & E Editor 
For those of you unfamiliar with 
Hamlet the basic storyline is this: 
Hamlet's uncle (Claudius) murders 
Hamlet's father and marries his mother 
(Gertrude), taking over the kingship of 
Denmark. The ghost of Hamlet's father 
visits Hamlet demanding revenge, and the 
plot spirals out from there to claim the 
lives of several more characters before the 
tragedy is over. 
Transfening drama from stage to screen 
is never easy. Something is inevitably 
lost in the translation. Franco Zeffirelli's 
Hamlet is no exception. If you prefer 
that Shakespeare be produced in its 
original form, you are likely to be 
disappointed with this production on 
several counts. 
Much of the significant dialogue of the 
play has been tampered with or cut to 
accommodate the film audience. A 
staged oroduction of Hamlet runs about  
three and a half hours. The film version 
runs two hours and fifteen minutes. The 
story of Fortinbras vhich parallels the 
story of Hamlet in the play has been 
removed entirely. Several of the play's 
more important speeches, including 
Claudius's soliloquy and Hamlet's 
famous "Get thee to a nunnery" speech, 
have been shortened or divided into 
various pieces and dispersed to other 
scenes in the film. 
Dialogue changes and scene 
manipulation are not the only 
discrepancies. The film opens with the 
burial of Hamlet's father, an event which 
occurs long before the opening action of 
the play. Other events that we see in the 
film which occur offstage in the play 
include the execution of Rozencrantz and 
Guildenstem and the death of Ophelia. 
The conveniences of film allow us to 
view these scenes which would require 
much more complicated handling on 
stage. but Zeffirelli's choices to show  
them to us are not always effective ones. 
The film does have good points, 
however. Filming on location, Zeffirelli 
has created a setting which clearly reflects 
the major themes and underlying 
emotions of the play: betrayal, revenge, 
lust, suicide, and inevitable destruction. 
The castle of Elsinore with its imposing 
stone walls and shadowy passageways is 
cold and foreboding, an appropriate 
backdrop for the tragedy these characters 
enact. The period costuming is rich and 
elaborate. And the actors themselves 
deliver performances worthy of a 
Shakespearian drama. 
Mel Gibson's Hamlet is played 
strongly and with surprising 
believability. Glenn Close portrays 
Gertrude as a vital and yet commanding 
queen. Alan Bates gives us a human 
Claudius, not entirely the black villain. 
And Helena Bonham-Carter as Ophelia is 
especially impressive, holding her own 
against the other tangled dynamics of the 
drama even though her character's 
relationship to Hamlet is played down 
almost to the point of being lost. The 
minor characters are not all played as 
well, but this does not hinder the 
production overall. 
There are some particularly strong 
moments in the film: Hamlet's meeting 
with the ghost, the performance of the 
players, and Ophelia's mad scene. And 
the final duel at the climax of the film 
carries a sense of brutality and despair 
which really conveys the essence of the 
original drama. Yes, in terms of textual 
purity, this film is a disappointment, but 
taken on its own terms, this film is 
surprisingly beautiful and powerful --
worth the price of admission. 
p 
L 
C 
Mel Gibson and Glenn Close in the mother and son relatzonhip with an Oedipal twist, 
Eleven Honorable Movies 
A guide to the honor's film series 
By Andy James 
Managing Editor 
The Honors Film Series has been 
announced and, as usual, it's a truly 
eclectic bunch. There's black comedy, 
dumb comedy, black and white, 
psychedelic colors. Like ordinary campus 
films, they are shown in McIntyre 003); 
they begin at 7:00 on the dates 
mentioned. If there's a style you don't 
like, wait a week and try again. Or try 
them all; they're all worth seeing. 
Eating Raoul (February 7)—Paul 
Bartel's slight, deadpan black comedy 
concerns a couple of prissy squares who 
raise money by offing swinging singles: 
Fritz Lang's "nightmarish' Metropolis 
slightly phlegmatic at points, it is 
nonetheless an occasional cult favorite. 
The Red Shoes (Feb. 14)—This 
graceful, lyrical tribute to ballet and 
beauty was directed by Michael Powell; 
there is a plot, but what's important is 
the lush evocation of backstage and 
onstage life in the ballet. 
Metropolis (Feb. 21)—The epitome 
of a movement known as German 
Expressionism; Fritz Lang created, in 
this silent classic, a futuristic, 
nightmarish universe reminiscent of 
Orwell's 1984 but even more abstract. 
Expect a flood of staggering images that 
range from the dystopic (workers chained 
to giant machinery) to the perversely 
erotic (the robot woman's bizarre wink). 
Not to be missed. 
The Seventh Seal (Feb. 28)-
Ingmar Bergman's austere medieval 
parable looks like a foreign film is 
supposed to—full of harsh, enigmatic 
visuals and subtitles. But don't let that 
throw you; deep in the extravagant 
Death/Fate/Questing imagery is a vitality 
and honest longing that makes this one 
of the great films of the cinema. 
An Occurrene at Owl Creek 
Bridge/The Red Shoes (March 7)-
Two classic shorts: the first, about a 
Confederate soldier caught by Union 
soldiers who ... well, I won't give it away. 
The other is about a boy who finds a 
balloon which ... well, I won't give it 
away. 
Judgement at Nuremberg (March 
28)— Stanley Kramer's film version of 
the Nazi war trials maintains an upright, 
pious tone—enough, at least, to win 
Maxmillian Schell an Oscar for his 
performance as an attorney. Scores of 
Hollywood favorites (Marlene Deitrich, 
Judy Garland, Spencer Tracy, etc.) make 
guest stabs at expressing the horrors of 
the Holocaust. 
A Boy and His Dog (April 4)-
This science-fiction fantasy actually 
features a young Don Johnson, surviving 
in a ravaged future with—you guessed 
it—his dog. A minor cult favorite. 
The Birds (April 11)—It doesn't have 
the complexity of Vertigo or even 
Psycho,but this, one of Alfred 
Hitchcock's later works (1963), does mix 
camp and genuine horror with the ease  
only a master director can sun up. To 
make a flock of crows into a nightmarish 
image is quite an accomplishment. 
Jesus Christ Superstar (April 
18)—You may find this hippie version 
of the gospels unbearably moving or 
hysterically funny, depending on your 
tolerance level for hippies. Certainly 
Bergman shows us the visage of death 
dated, it at least contains some great 
music and at best has a vitality that's 
still apparent. 
Top Secret! (April 25)—Those who 
enjoyed the dumb, inclusive, anything-
for-a-laugh shambles of Airplane! 
(myself included) will probably laugh a 
great deal at this equally dumb, equally 
juvenile pastiche. It all has to do with 
cops or something, but mostly it's dirty 
jokes and horrible puns you'll laugh at in 
spite of yourself. After weighty classics, 
expressionist anguish, and the Gospels, 
there's no better way to conclude. 
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32. suffocate 
"please 	 Hammer, don't hurt em" 
(dream on batboy) 
same as 22. Across 
subject of an impersonal verb 
chain attached to a pocket watch 
corporate discharge into the 
environment 
epoch between the Paleocene and the 
Oligocene 
oil-producing 
region in North Italy 
Mr. 
of different colors 
.'i. avit 
54. more distant 
58. convenience 
60. fundamental set of beliefs 
humus 
valley, dale 
69. catch 
71. human forearm bone 
home of the wildcats 
peach center 
Cap'n Cao Cao surely sez: Answers 
next week! And if you think that's cool 
check this out! 
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serpentine jig? 
Cap'n Cyril! 
By Granpah Cao Cao 
4 	 Chinese 2nd century A.D. Tyrant 
Across  
2.liquid 	 ,. 	 •-• 	 h. 
5.colabrand 
7. loose 	 -. 
n 
	 9. pediment 	 I 
11. Japanese pondfish 
alkies anonymous 	 ep.au.I.t 
mountain home of a big Californian 
telescope 
17. infamous Denver suburb named for a 
cannibalistic pioneer expedition 
S 	 18. pygmy 
chapeau 
medallion 
near, by. on 
turf 
a color 
sailboat 	 : 
28. ponferan 	 . A,.' 	 ... 
30. junker 
33.bird 	
wartho, 
Latin 
a big civil war rages there as we 
speak 
offensively insincere 
twice as big as a quartet 
Winnie the Pooh's marsupial 
playmate 
lustful 
46. cheerful 
50. European Economic Community 
encima de 
to ennoble 
55. ancient Grecian dialect 
Unless otherwise noted, events take place 
on campus. Call the Information Center 
at 756-3329 for additional information. 
PEAKERS 
arker Palmer, a sociologist and activist 
r non - violence, presents "Teaching and 
earning in Christian Context" at the 
irst Free Methodist Church on 
bruary 4 at 7:30 p.m. For information 
ill 281-2999. 
layborne Carson, Stanford professor of 
istory and editor/director of the Martin 
.uther King Jr. Papers Project, will 
.eliver the 1991 Brown and Haley 
'ectures in Kilworth Chapel at 8:00 
.m. The nightly focuses will be: 
Fathers and Son" (February 5). 
Discovering God" (February 6) and 
Preaching Politically" (February 7). 
57. easy bounding gait 
59. amusing 
61. a starchy tropical plant with tasty 
rootstalks 
same as 48. down 
bird of prey nest 
marsh 
a prime number 
lackadaisical 
70. tramp 
soap ingredient 	 derby 3 
Jean-Hans, the Dadaist 
75 a deer, a female deer 
76 plant juice 
HrChi Minh city 
to burst 
Down 
gelatinous culture medium 
aircraft carrier 
french article 
the gem and spud state 
Random Access Memory 
climbing tool 
8. relating to the sphincter 
trite 
makeshift bed 
seabirds do this 
Meditenanean sailboat 
a note to follow so 
seasoned paste of spiced meat 
21. a HUGE submarine sandwich 
a brief public interest announcement 
taste 
Oregon (abbr.) 
to steal 
Thailand 
flat wood rectangle 
Under the Cross of Calatrava will be 
shown from January 29 - February 1 at 
the Glenn Hughs Playhouse. Tickets cost 
$5 for Sunday - Thursday, $6 Friday - 
Saturday. 1$ off for students and seniors. 
For information 543-4880. 
Pelle the Conqueror, a 1988 
Scandinavian film will be presented at 
the Nordic Heritage Museum on February 
9 - 10 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets cost $3 for 
non - members and $2 for members. For 
information call 789-5707. 
BalleTacoina presents a dance and dessert 
event at the BalleTacoma studio on 
February 10. The tickets will cost $5. 
Reservations are recommended. For 
information call 272-9631. 
MLJ5JC 
Duo pianists, Tellaf Juva and Trygve 
Traeda, will present a concert of classical 
music at the Nordic Heritage Museum on 
February 2 at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $6 
for the general public and $5 for students 
and seniors. For more information call 
789-5707. 
The Philharmonic Baroque Orchestra will 
debut at First United Methodist Church 
on February 2 at 8:00 p.m. Tickets cost 
$15 for general admission, and $12 for 
students and seniors. For information 
call 325-7066. 
Wind Ensemble and Symphonic Band 
will be appearing at the University of 
Washington's Meany Theatre on 
February 5 at 8:00 p.m. For information 
call 543-1200. 
University of Washington's World and 
Music Series presents Mbaqanga, a 
South African township music group, at 
the Meany Theatre on February 7 at 8:00 
p.m. Tickets cost $18 and $15. For more 
information call 543-4880. 
Mbaqanga will also perform at the 
Pantages Center in Tacoma February 8 at 
8:00 p.m. Tickets are $18, $15, & $12. 
Day of show rush tickets are $18 for 
students and seniors. For information call 
591-5894. 
Clayborne Carson, Stanford Professor of 
Hiswry, Addresses the campus this week 
in Kilworth Chapel. See left for details. 
ARTS 
John McCuistion will have his ceramics 
shown from January 23 - February 2, 
1991 in Kittredge Gallery. 
Bill Rades' paintings will be shown 
Kitiredge Gallery from January 23 
February 2, 1991. 
Jennifer McLerran and Tom Patin 
have paintings/installation shown 
Kittredge Gallery from February 6 
Mareh2. 
110F 
I 
I 
Soviet guest speaker, Andrei Bazdyrev, 
will present "Economic Reform in the 
S Soviet Union" at Tacoma Community 
College on February 6 at 1:45 p.m. For 
linformation call 566-5069. 
TI -IEATRE/F1LM 
i 	 Pacific University presents A IMidsummer Night's Dream on January 
24 - 26, 31, and February 1 at 8:00 P.M. 
and on February 2 at 3:00 p.m. Tickets 
cost $4 & $5. For information call 
281-2959. 
104Feeklu Akolenda 
* 
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At home Harris has been supported t, 
Friz -%,nds fivein 11* m h() 
	
P- 	 ,- 	 - 	 --- - - - ,- 
supporl group oI campus, Harris stated 
	 " 	 ' 
'its hetttr to have the Upp()11 of family 
AL 
By Jennifer Shepard 	 ami cioe rienis who know what i'm 
lectures Ediio 	 goi through 
Jennifer Harris and Doug Johnson, 	 ................ 	 . 	 Both Harris and Johnson areed that 
juniors at the University of Puget Sound, 	 . 	 . . 	 although they did not ieisonally fcei the 
hìave watched the news with growing 	 [Iced for a support group, others might 
trepidation for the last five and a half 	 find them useful, especially those who 
monThs. Harris' fiaricd and Johnson's best 	 might not have fa&iily or friends to count 
friend. Timothy Morford, is a Navy 	 ' . 
	 .. 	
on. 	 t 
C t if t urpsman stationed in Saudi Arabia 	 . 	 .:. 	 . . 	 Both students 1It that the Convocation 	 Wb 	 be v   
silict Septmber fth 	 / 	 held rr 1 huda' Janu ry 24th 	 c 
Morford a medical corpsman is 	 good idel I was rtaliv impressed 
attached to a Marine unit which travels 	 ................. 	 night [with the Convocation. There  
w!th the tank units. In November his 	 . some really good and intelligent jungles 
unit was featured on ABC's NiçhiIine as 	 I 	 . 	 ' 	 on :ill 	 des" said Johnson. Harris 	 Imagine tins scenario: you're twcnty 
one ofthe units being closestlo the front 	 Ji1,e 11/ev CUflZ( home saJi'lv.' 	 commented. 'So soon after school 	
three, maied. aiid a graduate student. The 
line. 	 , 	 started. it's good that they didn't wait," 	
nation is at war, and a military draft is in 
His position in regards to the front line 	 proud to be Americans and theyre ready 	 As to the agony of waiting and 	
effect. You are opposed to fighting in the 
now is uncertain. "He called two days 	 to fight for it. I just hope they come 	 watching and wondering, Hanis stated, 	 W, but it seems unlikely that you 
$! 
ago," said Harris, 'hut he couldn't say 	 home safely.' 	 "Of course I'm scared that something 	 be drafted because there are so many other 
where he was. The Iraqi's have access to 	 Johnson added, "I feel it [the warl is 	 might hatpen to him. I guess I'm more 	 more likely candidates. You feel secure in 
the Saudi phone and communications 	 JUstified. I feel that it is worthy and, 	 scared hell come back another person. 	 your position. 
satellite." 	 knowing my best friend. I think he teds 	 His attitude has changed toward a more 	
But then the unthinkable happens. You 
Harris stated that the morale of the 	 that it's worthy.' 	 aggressive peroie" 	 receive a draft notice in the mail. It teil' 
troops in her fiancé's unit v'as high, but ' "1 didn't particularly support our going 	 '1 jest hope that other l)COPIe won't 	 to report for a "pre-in' 
that the soliders were angered by the 	 over there. I urn not in otai sup)o of 	 have to g through this." said Harris. "I 	 physical cam." If you pass the p 
news of the anti-war protests. 'He and 	 die war but I am n support of my fiicd 	 just ish everybody could get along and 	 the next step s hoot camp and tli 
he other troops in the unit are pissed off 	 because 1 want him to come home.. ' 	 my fiancé wouldn't have to he over there 	 P°Y- the ar,  
about the anti-war protests. They think 	 stated HaTis. "They Ithe treps need to 	 riskiog his life aecause of some man 	
this scenario sound far-ic 
the civilians don't care about them md 	 hear that. If the troop's moral' 	 es 	 who's crn7y." 	
(iiven Americas cuner involve: 
what they're doing' said Hanis. "They're 	 down, were in big trouble 	 the Gulf W:ir 	
; iih th1c polenti 
draft looni III, on the horizoi, 
	
, , 
	
S shouldn't. Just :ik vlott Greene. 
Violence bn* ngs violence" 	 Science and Values. For him the prospect 
of being drafted became a reality while he 
serving in a combat role; such 	 war, "many draft boards will scrutinize 	 was a graduate student at Columbia 
By Jenny Apple 	 individuals, commented Stone, usually 	 very carefully the statements that are 	 • :g 
ASUPS Reporter 	 carry out medic duties. He also noted that 	 made and the documentation." He is also 
. As a pacifist Ron Stone believes, 	 conscientious objectors are not 	 convinced that "once it starts people are 
. Fighting violence with violence only 	 necessarily pacifists: one can oppose the 	 going to go immediately." 
brings more vtotence. It doesn't resolve 	 military but "still believe force is a 	 Stone outlined several Options 
anything." This personal philosophy was 	 useful tool.' 	 available o toose who are denied 
motiiated by his decision to be a 
	 Stone empisiid that in order to 	 c ascieptiOus objector status. Sar h 
eonccientios objector in the Vietnam 	 ha e any ch ance to begraoted 	 i' d' idtials m i' contest the decision 	 F 
COfl ,( Icntlous ()bJ( ctor stitus the rr r on 	 th."ough an appe h p ocess They could 
As the war in the Persian Gulf has 	 has to have established a history of these 	 enter the armed forces and eithi do what 
inspired concerns about an reinstitution 	 beliefs." Evidence that could be helpful 	 is asked of thein or retse to follow 	 . 
of the draft, Stone, an associate professor 	 in proving opposition to war includes: 	 orders and probably serve time in a 
in the School of Occupational Therapy, 	 articles written by the individual or long- 	 military jail. They could also refuse In -. 	 . 	 .. . 	 - 
has volunteered to share some of his 	 term membership in particular religious 	 join the service and instead serve tim 
experiences and advice with those 	 organizations. 	 a civilian prison. Finally, those dei 
considering seeking conscientious 	 In Stone's case, the process of 	 conscientious objector status coulu 
objector status. 
	
becoming a conscientious objector was, 	 into hiding in the United States or m 	 . 
Stone explained that there are basically 	 as he described rather simple 	 I 	 to another country to avoid service 	 ' 
',v() classifications of conscientious 	 registered as a conscia'a us 1ecoi a 	 Stone has strong feelings about 
objectors. One category includes those 	 age eighteen and was asked to submit a 	 wat in the gult and war in general. 
wito object to serving in the armed forces 	 letter stating exactly v bat my beliefs 	 in a y form, f)r any purpose, tol 
in any capacity. The other type OOSS 	 were," recalled Stone This letter, tilteen 	 purpose, for toe, is wrong," 
pages Ion% expressed his view tba a 	 maifflains. He criticized United States 
S 4 	 .. was "unethical, immoraL and against my 	 leadership: 'i consider this to be a very  
convictions to participate in killing." 	 unethical adrniriisttaiion and one that's 
c 	
, 	 While for Stone the actual procedure of 	 driven by somcthing that has nothing to 
V 	 being classified a conscientious objector 	 do with concern for humanity and what is 
was relatively easy, he found that the 	 just." 	 By Jennifer Shepard 
. 	 . : 	 decision was "a very difficult action for 	 Stone's actions in his work for peace 	 Features Editor 
	
I 	 me to take." It was never understood by 	 include speaking in churches, writing to 	
For those people who have a fami 
his father, who had served in the military 	 elected representative, participating in 	 member serving overseas in Operati 
	
. 	
,. 	 in World War II. 	 nonviolent demonstrations and civil 	 Desert Storm, there is a support gro 
	
As the Vietnam conflict intensified, 	 disobedience measures like tax resistance. 	 available. The Military Families 
. 	 . - . 	 . 	
draft hoards became more and more 	 To reassure them considering the 	 Network is a national organi7aL 
suspicious. Stone,-'cd as a dralt 	 consc.rertious ot jector notion Stone 	 tarnilv members no wish 
d! !i) Lh 	 priod 	 ii'i I 	 m i 	 iifl 	 IL S ircorc civahi o me lb u 	 CL 	 ' d OUC hut oot the  counseiur d  
. 	 cOnscienttous objector appiic.aois 	 any of your civil rights of an of your 	 It 15 primarily Icr parents 01 
document their evideace and deal with 	 aspiratioo.sc ould be discounted,.°n yOUi 	 overseas" stated ,!udith 
drafthou 	 hn 'ii as tinail d tted 	 hts 	 being t ci 	 cntiou ObJLLtOI 	 cot asor at tbc U itcrsi 
himsLI 1 lie had to fultill two 'ears of 	 S one recognizes that there e ciitical 	 5u rn 	 e don 	 ant thi / 	
alternate sers tee in a Maryland 	 piobierns in the \old today but believes 	 anøther Victn sm the soldic el 
- 	
psychiatric hospital where incidentally, 	 The way to deal with them is to if 	 blame theyie victims 
 Militar  Families Supp 
	
C- he became exposed to the field of 	 violence exists to smother it with 	 The 
- occupational therapy. 	 peace ... That will never be done as long 	 Network is not associated with t 
	
i 	
ii 	 Stone expects that if a draft were to be 	 as people are easily willing to go to 	
University of Puget Sound, but Judi 
"War, n anyform . . . for me is wrong. "  c 	 instituted for the current Persian Gulf 	 war." 	 Jaynes at the Counseling Centei1 
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(a11. your draftnumber ?  CD 
"Thefundarnental question you have to a.k yourself i s not i lid! (;U're H il/mg to kill 	 CD 
. 	 ( 	 lit 1968 during the Vietnjni 	 oii'je &ci to \k ar or not. II you're 	 for,but what are you willing to diefor. 
. -- 	
to \":u- -- 'ri.uii/ed li:i 	 ; 	 to thesacredness oflife,' hesaid. 	 that they are prepared to act decisively in 
ai tii1iv Iutdii I 	 pdh tir 	 ii1: () 	 '1'fl.' OJm.ti1 disputes -- and 
	
He told of how the draft board presented 	 the face of a draft. 
	
'I l• IIi d1- : itk'(L compared t ) 11R' u\Ihl1 	 hcIic'c that thai's e iJ and 	 . . . 	 hn with hypothetical situations in 	 "I think a draft is a terrible idea. A draft 
choice, said Greene. 	
can't buy into that." 	 which he might find himself forced to 	 is involuntary servitude. A draft is 
	
But, he added, "I encouraged the state of 	 Greene's struggle to be recognized as a 	 kill someone, as a way of testing his 	 unconstitutional. It's a violation of your 
,fairs that led to my own drafting." 	
conscientious objector was made all the 	 commitment to non-violence. 	 civil rights. It turns you into a slave." 
	
Greene explained that while at 
	
more difficult by the fact that his 	 "My response to that line of 	 "It's better to think about it now than 
	
Columbia he opposed the deferments that 	
objecÜon to war did not include a belief 	 questioning was to refuse to entertain 	 to wait until later because things happen 
	
kept many students like him out of the 	 in God. 	 hypothetical questions . . . because it 	 very fast," he said. 
	
var. At the same time, he planned to 
	
"Myobjection was an unusual one," he 	 was precisely to keep myself out of 	 He also counselled against feeling 
	
refuse the draft if it befell him. Both 
	
saul. "rue 'av tile onciciuLious objector 	 sItIilI()l1 vher' I iiizlit ki I I 'oiiicb 	 enilty if one dc' dLlue tlia he or ,hc 
' 	
1._ 	 '( II d to 	 tid i ndine hL 	 I 	 iti 	 tin 	 i 	 o 	 it or 	 ili l 	 k ', rLI. n.. t( 	 ' 	 i1'l4 t1 	 i 	 I\ 	 ud it i1  t 	 i 	 i 	 i 	 1)1''' of V 	 F•)  
	
War , and were motivated by hi 	 It 	 o i 	 i t t l 	 ' i'i 	 \ 1 	 ,f 1 \ l( 	 ! 	 CO 	 IL 	 hJ'I 	 - 
. c'' 	 Iul '', u 'u i1I iii 	
and 	 ht'I'n 	 ie c 	 :.'n; 	 tih'•, 	 .'' ci ,. [Ti 	 '.Li C.iIi t 	 il; 	 '' h 	 ',lILc' 	 US 4 ) I 
	 f 	 1 IUO UI C 
	
I I t t, 	 ' 	 1 	 I fl 	 io o i h 	 ' to 	 t 	 _U 	 p 	 ' 	 n 	 I t 	 Ii h ItIL 	 tht 	 I I 	 I V titi 	 ' I 	 I \ 	 IlL 	 he  
	
thetUli' his t1IIII II()ii.0 aJTI('d in 	 Ui'U•' 	 ilL 	 \oiu.•t' 	 ed 	 I, 	 L'UIciI') 	 • 	 'Ii(f. 'I' 	 ' tU ri' 	 it 	 not .I pIt' iI''. said,
' sib•i- ol 	 ' 	 he had :ilreadv 	
•' 	 ti' 	 ali'ivaIi',c .iiIia 	 cr, 	 ui 	 () v'ar,. 	 ' 'I ia" lUrit:l1ilUd 	 you 	 •'to 
':vcd not I, 	 &iIl\ 	 ' ;th it. ii 	 :;ULh 	 i 	 1- 	 ItiC l)r('.''IIt 	 iIL'IiUtailLLS. (;çL'L'T)e 	 .tk '(U1SClI is n(:'( 'vh.iI \tUiC 	 ilIUU tOnwarit 
	
. dcd iiiLcacl I ) apply for conscientious 	 than It Iui:lTtcr of religious tk s2(rinc. 	 haslully of advice for young people 	 kill for, but what you are willing to die 
Ol)jCCtOL (CO) status. 	 'When I formulated my OWfl objection, 	 worried about the draft and trying to 	 for. What you have to remember is that 
	
"I had planned to oppose the draft and 	 I made no reference to God. . . . I said 	 figure out if they are conscientious 	 conscientious objectors have to be 
to refuse [it] if I were drafted," he said. 	 that this was a matter between me and 	 objectors or not. He encouraged students 	 willing to die for their convictions as 
	
"It's really not hard to figure out if 	 my conscience and . . . I made reference 	 to engage in "conscientious reflection" so 	 much as anyone else -- but their 
convictions have to do with not killing. 
View frue­-mdralftbolill 
 
d counseioi 
Aw 
l\ Andy James 	 nb' CflL'ii'. it 
	 tiu,,_•C that 'O.I ye got 	 c an tl!i!lk 51h()IiI Your 0'I1 comillittinenU 
	
.t 	 . S. 	 , 	 (. 1111 .ke ,thi )L 	 \' '1 11Ci 	 (\ 	 ' 	 III ' 	 t 	 Ih'.' pe5i. 	 iii 	 'ii'nt .in 	 uii 	 )\ II 
. 
	
For those w ho iIU',LL1 to I glii the 	 willing 10 kiH l)Lo)L)LL. 	 hL'l!Cl atx)ut 	 iiticipaIion in the 	 ai and 
S 
	
Vietnam War, the Draft Board was often a 	 Brewis advises those that are 	 then begin to show that you have been 
.'. 	
symbol of tyranny, the place where all 	 considering applying for conscientious 	 involved in the community in a way that 
J 	 arguments for peaceful resistance where 	 objector status to take their decisions 	 shows your support for these beliefs. It 
.5 . . 	 directed and quite often ignored. Greg 	 seriously. "Spend some time with some 	 will be too late by the time that starts.' 
	
Brewis, Director of Public Relations at 
	 counselors, with some friends, faculty 	 Although he joined the board as a S,. 	
; . .5/ 	 Puget Sound and member of local Draft 	 members, other advisors in their lives, to 	 means of aiding conscientious objectors. 
	
B()aJ-d 421, is uuhle dilibcratcI . the 	 !:iR itV)Ut their feelines about var. To 	 Btewk is now in the difficult lmi1i5f1 of 
 5 5 	 • 	
S. ':. .. •• 	
'S 	 PiLJ' 	 () 1 5()'tC of 	 .. 	 IlIUIJI' 	 a;i,'..tnd 	 mt' 	 ILI!IV 	 lt,'ir 	 own 	 tiiini 	 t 	 s'hI 	 lejeLl 	 \tuI'-I 
I. 	
'n' . 	 motivat i ons for thinking about this and 	 objicclors 	 L'('Ill!lilttIIlL'ui has '. 
-:---;• 	 .\\ i•, who 	 J i •' 	 rCcCiS 'd 	 decide 'k' tieUi',r they tridv have tti-'' 	 been howii to be suifiintk great.  
	
_, -ia(4J\ (h:'-. ',r  stJ'us duri ng ille 	 beliefs that are as ck..:1'-'atcd Li:, a f'h'jtU 	 nOt a position IIC reht'cs. ''ltli be  
;!n \.j. 	 Inc Draft 	 that would cause thrn to 'p'oc 'var." 	 ti'uh tmL' 	 hc sa . I'm not b 	 k;,: 
V 	 ... I 	 s':i 	 5lco hecaiie tic Ihnu.'ht 	
- n U()IL'IULk' u 	 iliLvR not 	 Rwwud 	 that.'' 
	
uhhc 'iLcnihd\e 
	 conscientiously Opp' )SCJ to \ar, and I 	 As of ihi s momci1 and. B rewis  
'SSS.SSrVV ,, 	 F '- ' 	 V tn!IIK 	 mar 	 muse 	 peopie 	 nave 	 an speculates, in inc case oi a urait, mete is 
person to contact ifsomeone is interested experience 	 about 	 consciencious obligation to serve their country if they're no deferrment for marriage, children, or 
in this organization. objectorship on a draft board . . . if I were drafted or face the consequences, which college enrollment. Currently enrolled 
In 	 her private practice, Jaynes is once again faced with the choice of could mean going to jail in an act of civil students may finish their semester or, if 
offering free counseling for family applying 	 for 	 C.O. 	 status, 	 I 	 would disobedience. Others of them will have seniors, the academic year; they must 
members of persons overseas, and she certainly like to have someone like me decided that they truly are opposed to war, then serve if called. It's a situation Brewis 
states 	 there 	 is a network of other on the draft board sitting in decision on and it's incumbent upon them to apply does not see as likely to change: "I don't 
therapists and counselors offering these my status." for consciencious objector status—in think there's any sentiment for reinstating 
,. 	 UC services. Brewis 	 received 	 his 	 conscientious fact, there's no other choice for them." a deferment for college students." 
ObjeLior st Uis for 	 on inorti and cihic ii It may he more diffitult for toda 	 s 
JM ) Clifl(lS 	 not on rd IL1()u\ bi  ()Li1dS OhbttOi 	 to 	 chue CO st iis ho 	 c yr 
Phone Numbers v 	 s clas', In d 	 I \— hi and iCaI\ 	 for 1 , f the drift is rcinst ttd 	 it will be d 
Support mi1ies 
\r\ yy— ti I appeale(L citing hL 	 mativ very Sh()it tirn 	 Brt 	 is states, 	 hyIct ii 
ycarsas 1 peace Ictivisi ihc 	 time 	 that 	 tile 	 sclec"tive 	 scrvicc  
ctwoi k 
H. i 	 quick to OOnt uut flOwc 	 i 	 th it irtel up Igain 	 md the 1irt pcopk ire 
it w 	 not a ii 	 ins ol pr'MLt 	 hut the i&d oil to boot c in p —thtrtn dis 
277-5640/364-8169 expression of a profound committmentlo some people say. " 
nonviolence. 	 It s a very personal choice 
"So you won't have time, like some 
UPS Counselling Center to decide that you're opposed to war. It's folks did during the Vietnam War, to 
not a political statement, it's not some have a student deferment that will last 
756-3372 form 	 of activism 	 in 	 any 	 kind 	 of you all the way through college so you 
Ll 
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Puget's Sound's leely Running passes ahead to a Logger down court for a score. 
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Kelli Mapes slam dances with her Wildcat opponent fighting for this loose ball. 
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By Mark Dimling 
[f Writer 
A tropical feeling was in the air last 
Fr day night as hula dancers performed 
during halftime. However, the Lady 
Loggers did not share in the festive mood 
as they took a 9 1-67 thrashing at the 
hands of the Central Washington 
Wildcats. 
The Loggers won the tip and took the 
lead early on two Kelli Mapes free 
throws. Afterwards, the two teams traded 
baskets before the Wildcats went on a 
11-2 run to pull ahead, 13-6. Heidi Ham 
capped off the spurt for Central with a 
three-point bomb from long range. The 
Loggers would never regain the lead as 
Central pulled away and expanded their 
lead to 16 point, going in at halftime 
ahead 42-26. 
In the second half, the Loggers cut the 
Central lead to 10 points, but that is as 
close as they would get. Central broke 
the game open again and went on to win 
the lopsided contest 9 1-67. 
Puget Sound 73, St. 
Martins 61- The Lady Loggers 
rebounded from a dreadful weekend to 
defeat a solid St. Martins team on 
Monday. 
For Senior point guard Annie 
Pettigrew it was a game basketball 
players dream about having as she 
finished two rebounds away from a  
triple-double. Pettigrew finished with 31 
points. 10 assists, and eight rebounds. 
Sophomore postman Keely Running 
added 18 points and 12 rebounds. 
The two teams played it close early in 
the first half as neither team went ahead 
by more that three points. But the 
Loggers surged ahead 23-18 on a pinpont 
pass from Pettigrew to Running for the 
easy lay in. Puget Sound held on to the 
forged lead and took a 34-29 advantage 
into the lockerroom. 
In the second half the Lady Loggers 
began to pull away with St. Martins 
shooting poorly from the field. The 
Saints shot a dismal 32% from the field 
in the second half. Puget Sound went 
ahead as much as 19 during the second 
half before taking home 71-63 victory. 
Puget Sound will travel up to 
Bellingham to face a tough Western 
Washington team on February 3 at 7:00. 
District 1 Standings: 
Simon Fraser 7-0 17-3 
Seattle U. 5-0 8-3 
Lewis Clark St. 5-2 12-6 
Western Wa. 3-2 12-3 
Saint Martins 4-3 15-4 
Whitworth 4-3 6-8 
Seattle Pacific 3-5 10-6 
Central Wa. 2-4 8-9 
Puget Sound 2-7 7-11 
Whitman 1-6 3-7 
Sheldon Jackson 1-8 8-8 
Pacific Luth. 0-6 6-7 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES. 
If you're qualified student with good 
grades, apply now for a scholarship 
from Army ROTC. 
Army ROTC scholarships pay 
tuition, most books and fees, plus 
$100 per school month. They also 
pay off with leadership experience 
and officer credentials impressive 
to future employers. 
Find out more. Call Captain 
Ken Pitts at 535-8740. 
6.E 	 I 
No EN 
*cEu. E 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
A H Ff OU   C IUE 1-ff 7 
FEBRUARY 6,7,8 
SUB 10am=3pm [1 
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• Loggers to tango 
with Saints 
U 
0 
[] 
By Eric D. Williams 
Sports Editor 
Coach Bob Niehl has guided his Puget 
Sound Men's basketball team to a 12-6 
mark and an undefeated record in District 
1 play. 
"I feel we are right where we had hoped 
we would be," said Coach Bob Niehl. 
Bob Niehi reveals his disco moves along 
with his energetic coaching skills. 
But for Niehi things are about to heat 
up as the next eight contests will be 
District games with five of those being 
played in the friendly confines of the 
Memorial Fieldhouse. The Loggers 
journey down to Olympia tomorrow to 
face a highly talented St. Martins 
basketball team. But to Puget Sound 
Wing Jeff Chamberlin, it is just another 
hoop to jump through to reach post 
season play. 
"We're not going to change anything," 
said Chamberlin. "We are going to come 
out hard and keep doing the fundamental 
things we do well. Hopefully, they will 
implode and become frustrated with each 
other." 
A major task for the Loggers 
defensively will be stopping St. Martins 
big man Michael Courtney, who has 
been a force to be reckoned with in the 
paint all season. Courtney is a 6-7 wide 
cn body that can jump out of the gym. He 
. is averaging 26 points per game and 
shooting over 60% from the field. 
"We need to control the tempo and 
keep the ball out of Michael Courtney's 
hands," Niehi. " Along with that we 
must watch out for another player or two 
getting hot from the perimeter." 
St. Martins has several players who 
can potentially play Division 1 
basketball, and with all those egos it 
seems hard for them to get each guy his 
minutes. But if St. Martins ever begins 
playing team ball, they could be 
someone to watch for in the playoffs. 
"We will be a little nervous," said 
Chamberlin. "But that is when we 
usually play our best." 
As for the post season play, Puget 
Sound is in a good position to host the 
playoffs if they remain atop the District 
1 standings. Home court advantage will  
play a key role in the outcome of playoff 
contests. 
"Our only thought towards the 
playoffs is finishing as high as we can," 
said Niehl. "Playing at home gives you a 
real advantage." 
For Puget Sound, the intensity of this 
season has increased and the players will 
have to turn it up a notch to get the job 
done. Coach Niehl knows where that 
notch is, and he will have the players 
mentally focused and emotionlly charged 
to face the challenge of the Saints. 
District 1 Standings: 
Puget Sound 4-0 12-6 
Lewis Clark St. 3-1 13-6 
Whitworth 3-2 8-8 
Western Wa. 3-2 8-8 
Seattle U. 3-3 10-9 
Simon Fraser 2-3 7-12 
St. Martin's 3-2 10-8 
Whitman 1-3 4-10 
Pacific Luth. 0-2 7-7 
Sheldon Jackson 0-6 4-14 
Central Wa. --- 8-11 
"Our only thought towards the playoffs is 
finishing as high as we can. Playing at 
home gives you a real advantage." 
a 
or 
TOUR GUIDES 
$8.87/hour 
Room and Board provided 
during tour operation 
Eight exciting & rewarding full-
time summer jobs conducting public 
tours of the Skagit Hydroelectric 
Project in the North Cascades. 
Applicants must have minimum 2 
years experience involving 
leadership, sales and/or public 
speaking. Exp with group living, 
the handicapped and/or elderly 
and foreign languages is desirable. 
Guides are required to live on-site 
five days a week. Valid 
Washington State Driver's license, 
first aid card and CPR certification 
must be obtained before starting 
work. Applications due February 
14, 1991. For applications 
materials, contact: 
Seattle City Light 
Skagit Tours Office 
1015 Third Avenue, Rm 809 
Seattle, WA 98104 
(206) 684-3113 
'). 	 Pi Beta Phi 	 . ___r 
loves our 1991 pledge class! 
Kelly Iegley Koko Jennings Jade Mikalson 
Melanie Bonadore Julie Jones Megan Morey 
Kirsten 	 Braithwaite Cricket Keast Robin Nelson 
Shay Bright Julie Koch Gillian Neukom 
Jenny Comstock Sarah Lande Cameron Randall 
Heather Craven Jennifer 	 LeTourneau Amy Roberts 
Debbie Dougherty Kalli MacKinsky Michelle Swanson 
Nicole Duncan Alissa Mahoney Sherilyn 	 Teeter 
Kristin Elliot Marisa Mancke Val 	 Vandervort 
Julie English Nicole Martin Meghan Volkman 
Tracy Fagan Carrie McKenzie Carey Wilder 
Molly Hornbeck Krista Messmore 
p . 
Be aware: don't rush by "outsiders" 	 IL 
I would like to start this article by 
saying that I am not affiliated with a 
Greek organization, except by virtue of 
friendship. I would like to state that I do 
not intend for this to be another anti-
Greek slandering, as I enjoy spending 
much of my free time with friends, either 
affiliated or not, at functions and other 
Greek and non-Greek activities. However, 
I am angry at what I recently witnessed 
during the newly completed Rush 
activities. I recently attended the 
"crossover fiesta," (a rather euphoric 
party in which I have partaken in the two 
years previous and immensely enjoyed 
my stay in the hands of my gracious 
hosts), but this year it brought a different 
feeling for me. It brought a feeling of 
animosity. Perhaps the fact that I was in 
a much healthier frame of mind so to 
speak, which allowed me to see things in 
a different light. 
I was confronted by people, who in an 
intoxicated state were sharing the details 
of Rush to an outsider, and were being 
graphically honest. They talked of their 
girlfriends being brought to tears over 
so-called friends "dirty-rushing" them, 
threatening a deteriorating friendship 
would be imminent if pledgeship wasn't 
undertaken. I understand that when people 
go through Rush, they are exposing 
themselves to many potentially 
unsettling events. For example, choosing 
between friends and houses or perhaps 
withdrawing from Rush against a peer's 
wishes are all emotionally distressing. 
However, I found it appalling that a 
friendship was in jeopardy over 
something so trivial that it inspired me 
to voice my somewhat meaningless 
opinion!? I don't mean to imply that all 
people or houses, by any means, are all 
guilty of this, but I feel that many 
members choose to ignore these types of 
injustices rather than confronting them. 
After all, I know challenging one's peers 
is always a formidable task. But when it 
comes to a person's emotions its not a 
simple game of Tic Tac Toe, and Out of 
sheer decency don't play with a person's 
mind. 
My final concern is for the person hurt 
during this fairly insignificant time of 
their lives (RUSH) in which negative 
results can often be scarring. I take, for 
example, the individual who is "dropped" 
from the Rush activities on the first or 
second day. I realize that quite often in 
life there are people who win and those 
who lose, but why must there be in the 
game of RUSH? Who in the hell gives 
anybody the right to judge someone as 
suitable or not suitable to belong to their 
house. I understand that when one rushes, 
they are risking such a fate (being 
dropped by all houses), but is telling 
someone they need not return tomorrow 
because there's nothing left to talk about 
appropriate? I can't believe that after I 
have spoken to a person for ten minutes I 
can label or judge them as Greek material 
or not. 
Finally, I didn't write this article to 
provoke another independent/Greek 
editorial war, but I did write it to keep 
people aware. If you're going Greek, 
please, new pledges, don't forget about 
your old friends, who you spent 
considerable amounts of time with. And 
to everyone, don't forget about those 
individuals who left Rush early for 
whatever reasons, because those people 
have just as much to offer this campus 
and this institution as anyone else. 
Ian Wells 
[I 
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CNN reports too neutral 
When Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney said, in the first Defense Department 
briefing of the war, that his best source on what was going on in Baghdad was the 
CNN live reports, the press corps laughed but you could hear a gasp behind that laugh. 
We had all heard about Saddam Hussein watching CNN—the idea of his monitoring 
American public opinion was at once bizarre and utterly normal. But to think that both 
ends of this conflict were linked, quite literally, to the same cable was jarring. 
CNN has become more than a network—their initial ads, when they were described as 
"fledgling" had James Earl Jones' boomfng voice talking about "the world's most 
important network." They now seem eager to go beyond that, and perhaps they've 
succeeded; CNN has become an omnipresent, perhaps omnivorous factorin the Gulf 
War, a means to instantaneous response rather than mere reporting. 
This is not true just of CNN, of course; on the first few days, when any air raidsiren 
warranted a live feed on all networks, the national media seemed to have become a mere 
amplifier, triggered by the slightest response. Watching TV or listening to the radio 
over those first days, you might have thought the whole nation, perhaps the whole 
world, had stopped, suspended in the pauses between reports. 
But only CNN has stayed that way; they have become the War Network, scouring 
every possible detail, turning them into burnished computer graphics, fodder for retired 
colonels, subjects for "nonscientific" polls. There is a fierceness about CNN's gaze that 
can be truly unnerving; they seem to reach facts before the facts even reach their 
conclusion. It's not just the simultaneity of bombs dropping in Tel Aviv and the CNN 
live report that's unusual; it's the way the war has been predated, analyzed just before 
and just after every immediate fact until it seems a finished event even as it happens. 
The reportage of the Vietnam War—even delayed as it was by use of film rather than 
video feeds—was said to bring the war "into America's living room." The current 
reportage goes further; this war sits in our minds, behind every act of daily existence; 
there's no breathing room anymore between the citizens of a fighting country and the 
war itself. 
In one sense, there's something tremendously right about that; if we were always 
forced to confront the brutal, inhumane nature of war as we must with this one, we 
would certainly fight less wars. But there's something so viciously neutral about the 
press coverage that it seems to hide war rather than confront it. All it does is force the 
raw facts—a Patriot missile has a range of 43 miles, a Scud may or may not be capable 
of delivering chemical warheads—into our minds and leave them them. When we have a 
truly global network with the seeming arrogance of CNN, why does it turn from its 
possibilities to a pure dispersal of facts? 
There's no doubting CNN's fastidiousness in maintaining its neutrality; if anything, 
Ted Turners ownership may lend it a slight liberal bent. But, in this situation, a steady 
neutrality translates to a kind of bias. There are so many questions the "global network" 
could place on the global scene: what happens if the allies win? why was the 
government willing to support Saddam Hussein when he was our enemy's enemy? why 
on earth are we fighting? What we've got from the press is exactitude on "what" and 
dead silence on "why." The noise from the facts is so loud that you start to think that's 
all that matters. But if we're going to head into a viable future with even an illusion of 
choices, we need much more. 
Jenny Apple ASUPS Reporter 
Marc C. Johnson Gulf War Reporter 
Jennifer Shepard Features Editor 
Shannon Manning A&E Editor 
Katia Hanna A&E Assistant 
Stephanie Schleicher Calendar Editor 
Lorraine van As Calendar Editor 
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Students deserve more than hollow promises 
By Lisa Matye 
Guest Contributor 
The administration at this university loves to claim that they allow students the 
opportunity to be in the decision making process. It is true that we are a unique 
university in many ways, one of these ways being that the students are allowed" 
representation on faculty, administrative and trustee committees. The longer I am at 
this university, the more I begin to question if this allowance is sincere or only a 
method of appeasement for students. One could compare it to the sense of "false class 
consciousness" that Marxist thinkers believe overcomes the workers of the proletariat. 
(Not familiar with it? Look it up.) I am not saying that this applies to all 
administrators, and there are some out there who do honestly take into consideration 
student concerns and questions, but this should be the case with the entire 
administration. 
This school offers us (the students) services at the sum of approximately $16,000. 
Our tuition (along with other donated funds) finances this university. The salary of the 
President and other administrators is paid with our money. In turn, we expect to 
receive a quality education and trust the administration to provide for the continued and 
smooth operation of the school. By the time we graduate the average person will have 
contributed (in one form or another) $30,000 to $60,000 (or more!) to the university. 
In addition, you will be called in your alumni years and asked to continue your 
contributions. Think about this in terms of an investment, for example, in a business 
as a stockholder. As a stockholder, you are allowed to vote and help decide corporate 
issues, which is why students are allowed representation on committees. 
The problem arises when students question the administrations expenditures and the 
reasons for them and are treated to a reply that is basically a pat on the head and a trite 
"Oh, you wouldn't understand," or "Trust us, we know what is best." If students are 
asking questions, the administration owes us a straight answer. It is our money they 
are talking about spending. And if you aren't asking questions, you should be. 
For example, the administration's nifty little trick of deciding who the Class of '91 
commencement speaker should be. Hmmm. . . wouldn't it seem that since it is the 
Class of '91's commencement they should choose the speaker? WRONG! (But thank  
you for playing.) The speaker is chosen by the President, but this year a group of 
seniors wanted to be involved, so they asked for other senior opinions and submitted a 
list to the President. Presidential "feelers" were put out to the suggested speakers, but 
the speaker currently being considered (or perhaps already decided) was not on the list. 
Thank you for listening to the student input 
Another example would be student housing. How many people are aware of the 
master plan where the university-owned houses are torn down and replaced by student 
apartments? (This, of course, is the reason that the houses are only maintained to 
minimum standards.) Did students or administration decide this? I have heard it exists, 
but would like to see, the results of a student survey that supposedly was conducted. 
Continuing on the housing issue, what type of housing would you (as a student) 
prefer? It has been decided to offer Regester Hall as housing to persons staying on 
campus over the summer. This means you will be required to either deal with the 
"kitchen" available in Regester, dine at the SUB or eat out for the entire summer. Not 
to mention the comfort of the residence hall as opposed to a house with a real 
bathroom, living room and other additional features. I wonder how many students they 
consulted about this? (Of course, we should consider ourselves fortunate that they go 
out of their way to provide housing for students over the summer, lest we forget our 
places as students.) 
Unfortunately, it is very difficult for students to show their disapproval of such 
things by taking their business elsewhere. This would be the case if we didn't like the 
service at some other place of business (for example, a store or restaurant.) It is not 
that we don't like the education, but that we should be entitled to (and this school 
promised us) the opportunity to have our say as students and not just be a number in 
the masses. Was this a hollow promise? 
The students are constantly told that they have the opportunity to be involved 
through many different mediums, such as the above mentioned committees. I contend 
that it is our duty to make sure that the administration is not just attempting to appease 
us, but is actually answering our questions and listening and acting on our concerns. 
We should insist on this and not just meekly accept what they offer us. After all. 
whose $16,000 a year is it anyway? 
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Travel Program, 
Now students can get the Card 
and get 3 roundtrips on Continental 
Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each. 
There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending 
a lot of money. And that's by getting the American Expres? Card. 
It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program 
exclusively for students—including three roundtrip certificates on 
Continental Airlines. 
Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like 
to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you 
can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or, 
you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip. 
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the 
48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—because 
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations 
within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is 
7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night. 
In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all 
the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student 
privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informa-
tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable 
discounts from leading retailers. 
But remember, there's only one way to get all this—and that's 
by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank 
address and account number on hand). What's more, 
with our special student offer, it's easier to get the 
Card now while you're still in school than it may 
ever be again. 
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new 
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide. 
OM
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CALL 1-800-942-AMEEXX 
Ifyou're a/read)' a Card"iember there's no need to call. Information about your certificates will be arriving soon. 
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